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Journées du Pétrole et du Gaz 10 Octobre 2007

Can LNG/LCNG stations be the future of CNG 
stations?

www.cryostar.com
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

The first liquefied natural gas plant was built in West Virginia in 1912 

January 1959, the world's first LNG tanker carried liquefied natural gas from Lake 
Charles, La., to Canvey Island, United Kingdom

In 1964, the British Gas Council began importing liquefied natural gas from Algeria, 
making the United Kingdom the world's first LNG importer and Algeria its first 
exporter

In 1999, the first Atlantic Basin LNG liquefication plant came on line in Trinidad and 
Tobago

In the past, most LNG facilities were used for storing natural gas for wintertime use

Since 1959 more than 33,000 LNG carrier voyages, covering more than 60 million 
miles, have arrived safely without a significant accident or safety problem, either in 
port or on the high seas 

LNG history
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

Supply chain overview

Liquefaction
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Pipeline

LNG terminal

Compression station

LCNG fueling
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LNG storage

Extraction
Pipeline gas liquefaction

Main transportation Local supply

Biogas liquefaction plant
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

Main transportation

Pipeline
-When? -> Short distances (<3000 km)
-Strength? -> Cost of transportation depending on gas amount
-Weakness? -> Investment cost depending a lot on pipeline distance

LNG carrier
-When? -> Long distances (>3000 km)
-Strength? -> Constant transportation cost, supply flexibility
-Weakness? -> Cost of liquefaction plant
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(Source: Gaz de France “LNG valorization report”)
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

Shipboard trends

Shipboard cost evolution

-New ships with on-board reliquefaction 
will help by reducing transportation costs

-Building of bigger ships is reducing 
transportation costs as well

-Cost reduction will allow to have more and more
profitable short distance shippings

Existing shipboard (Ships over 100’000 m3)

-These figures are based on the ordered ships

-Considering that a shipboard needs 3 years
to be constructed, the orders placed in 2004
will be delivered in 2007

-Today, 230 tankers are in operation
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(Source: Cryostar Shipboard compressors sales dept.)
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

Local supply for NGV’s

Pipeline supply to CNG stations

Reliquefaction from pipe to LCNG stations

Liquefied gas from LNG terminal to LCNG stations

Biogas pipeline to CNG stations

Liquefied biogas/Landfill gas to LCNG stations

When? Existing and developed grid networkStrength? Low transportation costsWeakness? No supply flexibility

When? Poor local grid networkStrength? Supply flexibility and storage possibilitiesWeakness? High investment costs

When? Locations close to an LNG terminalStrength? Low transportation costsWeakness? Terminals are located on sea boarder

When? Available biogas and possibility for grid injectionStrength? Local gas production and low transportation costsWeakness? No storage possibilities

When? Available biogas and no local gridStrength? Local production and storage possibilityWeakness? Higher investment cost
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LNG Local supply for NGV’s

Pipeline

LNG terminal

Compression station
LCNG fueling

Grid

Pipeline gas liquefaction

Biogas liquefaction plant

LNG storage
400 km

400 km

400 km

400 Km = Average distance for liquid transport 
according to Cryostar experience in industrial gases
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

CNG Local supply for NGV’s

-Existing grid

-50 * 50 km area

-A CNG station each 7.5 km

-Needs 6 pipelines of 50 km 
Length each

- 300 km of pipeline

- approx 36 CNG filling stations
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LNG Local supply for NGV’s

-Case of a non existing grid

-50 * 50 km area

-An LCNG station each 7.5 km

-Needs 1 liquefaction plant or
1 LNG terminal, or 1 biogas
Liquefaction plant

-5-6 semi trailers for delivery

-36 LCNG filling stations
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

Peak shaving capabilities

-Solution for peak shaving

-All LCNG stations are monitored

-On real time base LNG cpacity

-Instant reply to peak shaving

- Fexibility

- Reliable (in case of failure on 
one LCNG unit, others are available 
To compensate)
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Gas supply in case of peak shaving

LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LNG storage monitoring

G
rid

LNG storage 2 LNG storage 3

Vaporizer

PEAK SHAVING
Check of tank levelsStart of the LNG supply

LNG storage 1
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

Biogas and pipeline gas liquefaction

Possibility to have a local LNG storage

Possibility to supply natural gas to regions that are not covered by the grid

Possibility to supply CNG to the grid in case of peak shaving

Purification of the natural gas before liquefaction

Existing Technologies

Cascade technology

Liquefaction trough natural gas expander

Closed loop Nitrogen cycle with expander

Mixed refrigerant technology

 Open loop LIN cycle
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

EcoRel : Cryostar solution for BOG reliquefaction on board LNG carriers

Expander process: Nitrogen Brayton cycle

Qmax ships (250 000 m3) :  capacity of 6.8 t/h BOG full reliquefaction
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LCNG vehicle refueling stations

LCNG:   Liquid to Compressed Natural Gas refueling

- Gas coming from a liquid source for 200 bar gaseous filling
- Refueling both in gas and liquid
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LCNG STATION IN BRAZIL
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LCNG STATION IN BRAZIL
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LCNG STATION IN BRAZIL
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LCNG versus CNG compressor solution

High purity CH4 source, indeed LNG is already purified at liquefaction stage

Energy cost reduction compared to a compressor solution (Approx. 4 times less)

Lower investment than a compressor solution (Approx. 30% less)

Lower maintenance costs than a compressor solution (Approx. 3 times less)

Possibility to fill both in LNG and in CNG from the same source of gas

Independent refueling stations using a dedicated LNG storage

LNG for transportation takes approximately 600 times less space than CNG at 1 bar

As an example 30 to 40 years ago, most of the industrial gases were filled into bottles by compressors, 
and today 90% of the cylinders are filled by cryogenic pumps
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LCNG vs CNG station power consumption

LNG requires less power to be pressurized than CNG, due to the fact that LNG takes 630 times less space than CNG at 
1 bar and 15°. This means that to pressurize 1 Nm3 of LNG, at 200 bar, a pump will need 1587 cm3 while a 
compressor will need 5000 cm3 to achieve the same flow.
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LNG vehicle refueling stations

LNG:   Liquefied Natural Gas refueling

- Gas coming from a liquid source
- Refueling vehicles in liquid “the most efficient way to refuel vehicles with natural gas”
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LNG vs CNG gas purity

– LNG is already purified at 
liquefaction stage, this is ensuring 
a high quality off delivered gas, 
trough the cryogenic cleaning of 
the gas.

– Using LNG as a source of gas to 
fill vehicles will avoid to some 
gases like CO2 or N2 to be 
involved into the motor 
combustion.

– The engine manufacturers are 
recommending:

   90% methane (CH4) 
   4% ethane (C2H6) 
   2% propane (C3H8)
   3 % nitrogen and co2 (N2+CO2)
   0,5% oxygen (O2)
   0,1% hydrogen (H2)
   0,1% carbon monoxyd (CO)
   0,3% others

(Source: American Gas Association)
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LNG SUPPLY CHAIN

LNG automotive solutions

High pressure LNG injection:

-Higher efficiency by injection pressures up to 300 bar

-Performances equivalent to a diesel engine (20-30 % more than spark ignited CNG technology)

-Longer autonomy (Up to 3 times the autonomy of same size CNG cylinder)

-The reciprocating pump is integrated into the vehicle LNG tank and pressurizes LNG before its vaporization

(Source: Westoprt Cummins tank with Cryostar pump)
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

www.cryostar.com


